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Abstract
High-quality human-created artifacts are distinguished
by cohesion and semantic richness that can be dif-
ficult for computational systems to emulate effec-
tively. Certain classes of artifacts feature relation-
ships between their constituent elements (e.g. words
in a story) that naturally form a hierarchical struc-
ture that underpins the artifact’s meaning. We for-
malize a tractable method for programmatically ex-
tracting such artifacts’ structures framed in hierarchi-
cal Bayesian program learning (HBPL) and present HI-
EROS, a creative system that uses linguistic and seman-
tic structures—collectively called formats—extracted
from human-written six-word stories to guide the cre-
ation of novel stories. We describe how HIEROS in-
fers formats from exemplar stories, how those formats
inform its selection of words when writing novel sto-
ries, and how the system evaluates its stories to search
for high-quality output. We present and evaluate stories
HIEROS has written and discuss how our format model
enhances the system’s creativity.

Introduction
Certain classes of creative artifacts are built atop a latent hi-
erarchical structure in which the artifact’s constituent parts
influence one another to various degrees. Examples include
scenes in a movie, chapters in a novel, or notes in a song.
We will refer to this class of artifacts as hierarchically struc-
tured artifacts that consist of a sequence of elements, with
the relationships between those elements forming the edges
of an acyclic hierarchy graph.

In addition to informing the artifact’s form and meaning,
this underlying hierarchical structure can yield insight into
the processes by which the artifact was created. The order-
ing of the elements in a given hierarchy mirrors, to some
extent, the creative process of a human creator. Altering the
relative importance of these concepts focuses the creative
process in different ways. For example, a songwriter may
start with a melody then build harmonies or start with a cer-
tain chord progression and write a fitting melody.

We consider English-language stories as an example class
of hierarchically structured artifacts whose constituent ele-
ments are words. In particular, we will examine six-word
stories, a genre of microfiction that attempts to tell a mean-
ingful or interesting story in just six words. The brief nature

of six-word stories presents an interesting creative challenge
and facilitates modeling and discussion. Although stories
are the focus of this paper, any artifact that can be described
in terms of a hierarchy of relationships between its elements
can be analyzed using the approach presented here.

The words in a story artifact have hierarchical relation-
ships with one another. The words are related to or influence
each other both linguistically, such as in tense agreement be-
tween nouns and verbs, and semantically, such as in whether
a certain pairing of words makes logical sense or conveys
an intended action or mood. Not all of these relationships
carry the same importance to the resulting story, however.
The set of relationships between words in an artifact can be
arranged into a hierarchy of dependencies ordered by im-
portance. The exact meaning of “importance” is left pur-
posefully vague here. Many valid hierarchical constructions
exist for any artifact which may assign different importance
to inter-word relationships or feature different relationships
altogether.

For example, we can consider an underlying hierarchical
structure to the story “the dog runs” in which the second
word in the story is the most important and informs the first
and third words in different ways. The relationship between
the second word and the first is likely not as strong or im-
portant as the relationship between the second and the third.
Furthermore, there are many ways to interpret the relation-
ship between the second and third words, such as that they
are merely a noun and a verb, that they are a subject and an
action that that subject could take, or that they are a subject
and action that specifically convey energy or urgency.

Note that the ordering of the hierarchy may not correlate
to the sequential order in which the words are arranged in the
artifact. Words form the artifact, and the relationships be-
tween them form the hierarchy. Other words could fit those
same relationships, resulting in a different story but adhering
to the same hierarchy. The story “a whale breaches” could
be said to have the same underlying hierarchical structure as
“the dog runs”, such as the structure of a story featuring an
animal subject, an article preceding that subject, and a verb
that reflects the subject’s energetic movement.

As language and its meaning are subjective, there may
exist many possible hierarchical structures underlying any
given artifact. The more a given hierarchy captures the in-
teresting properties of the artifact and its meaning, the more
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useful that hierarchy is. Another example story “the dog
cowers” could be considered to have the same relationship
between between ‘dog’ and ‘cowers’ as the previous exam-
ple did between ‘dog’ and ’run’, but there may be an impor-
tant semantic difference between ‘runs’ and ‘cowers’ that a
more useful hierarchy could reflect.

If a computational system can model an artifact’s hierar-
chical structure, it can, by extension, model the whole suite
of artifacts that fit in that same structure. A method for pro-
grammatically extracting useful hierarchies from creative ar-
tifacts would allow a computational system to model the re-
lationships between an artifact’s elements, thereby identify-
ing the key components from which the artifact’s meaning
and quality are derived.

In this paper, we present HIEROS a computationally cre-
ative system for writing six-word stories based on a hierar-
chical model of story structure. HIEROS infers the hierar-
chical structures of human-written exemplar stories by con-
structing formats that are used to guide its creation of novel
stories. We present the underlying model of story hierarchy
that HIEROS implements, describe the system in detail, and
analyze its results.

Related Work
While our approach to inferring formats for story generation
is novel, previous creative writing systems also involve ele-
ments of constrained generation and learning from human-
written artifacts. The models underlying many of these sys-
tems can be usefully viewed as hierarchical (or at least rela-
tional), allowing for more direct comparison to our system.
In this section, we refer to several such systems and contrast
them to the novel techniques used in HIEROS.

The storytelling systems MEXICA (Pérez y Pérez and
Sharples 2001), STellA (León and Gervás 2014), and Fabu-
list (Riedl and Young 2006) all seek to guide the creation of
story artifacts by imposing useful restrictions on the space
of possible story events. These restrictions represent a hi-
erarchy of probability distributions conditioned on previous
events. HIEROS explicitly models such hierarchies and in-
fers them from human-written exemplars instead of drawing
from hard-coded concepts.

Both Colton et al. (2012) and Toivanen et al. (2012)
present creative poetry-writing systems that model an ex-
emplar’s syntactic structure as a template for creating novel
artifacts. The former system constrains the populating of
the template with rules regarding the relationships of possi-
ble words with one another, while the latter models semantic
relationships in a separate corpus to guide creation. These
systems use fixed sets of constraints that are applied to all
exemplar-generated poems, while HIEROS infers semantic
constraint information from exemplars which are directly in-
corporated into its formats.

MICROS (Spendlove, Zabriskie, and Ventura 2018)
presents a prototypical exploration of latent hierarchical
structure in its automatic creation of six-word stories. The
MICROS system creates story artifacts that are built upon an
underlying structure, demonstrating the power of this model
in guiding the creative process. MICROS’ single, static story
structure allows it to draw on powerful semantic knowledge

bases but also heavily restricts its output variety. HIEROS
shares MICROS’ underlying model but improves upon MI-
CROS by removing its fixed format restriction. Removing
this restriction requires a more generalized method of gen-
erating and scoring stories and a method for automatically
inferring templates from exemplars. The result we present
here is a system that can generate stories according to a
much broader set of formats than MICROS can.

Li, Wu, and Lan found that augmenting existing hidden
variable models with syntactic and semantic structures im-
proved their performance at machine comprehension tasks,
demonstrating how modeling such structures is useful out-
side the domain of creativity (2018). We argue that our
model is useful for any domain which concerns hierarchi-
cally structured artifacts, not just story artifacts. Any do-
main that permits viewing its artifacts as composed of ele-
ments and the relationships between those elements could
be framed in this model for use in tasks not limited to gen-
eration.

Frame semantics (Fillmore and Baker 2001) is a linguis-
tic theory that views a concept as a “frame” consisting of
an arrangement of elements that comprise that concept, with
each element representing a set of words that fulfill a spec-
ified role in that concept. Our model’s formats bear some
similarity to semantic frames in that both structures place
restrictions on which words are acceptable to communicate
a story or a concept, respectively. One implementation of
frame semantics, FrameNet (Fillmore, Wooters, and Baker
2001), consists of a database of hand-annotated sentences
and their resulting semantic frames. Our system seeks in-
stead to infer formats automatically from human-written ex-
emplars, allowing it to draw on a broader set of formats for
generation.

Modeling Latent Hierarchical Structure
Under HBPL

In this section, we develop a formal model for the general
hierarchical structure of six-word stories. Similar models
may be constructed for all types of hierarchically structured
artifacts, with their constituent elements replacing words as
the atomic units whose relationships the hierarchy captures.

Although the meaningful relationships between words in
a story artifact may involve complex, recursive connections,
in our model we simplify this hierarchy to a directed acyclic
graph with at most one edge between any two elements.

If a directed edge exists from element p to element c, we
refer to p as c’s parent and c as p’s child. We represent an
artifact’s hierarchy graph as a joint probability distribution
over all possible words factorized into a series of subdistri-
butions in which each word is conditioned only on its parent
word in the hierarchy. Each subdistribution thus captures a
relationship in the hierarchy by assigning high probabilities
to words that follow from the parent word according to that
relationship.

Thus, for the story “the dog runs” in which the hierarchy
graph includes an edge (i.e. relationship) from the second
word to the third word, ‘runs’ can be thought of as being
drawn from a distribution of possible words conditioned on
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the parent word ‘dog’. If the relationship represented by this
distribution is that the third word is an action that the sec-
ond word could take, then other high-probability words in
the distribution could be ‘barks’ or ‘sits’. However, if the
relationship is instead more specifically characterized as an
energetic movement, the high-probability words could in-
clude ‘sprints’ or ‘flies’. Of course, these are only two of the
many possible relationships that could describe the words’
meanings in relation to one another.

Hierarchical Bayesian program learning (HBPL) (Lake,
Salakhutdinov, and Tenenbaum 2015) provides a useful
framework for modeling story artifacts as factorized joint
probability distributions. Let a story S = w1, w2, . . . , wn

be a sequence of n words wi with wi 2 W , the set of all
possible words. Then a probabilistic approach to the prob-
lem of story creation imposes a joint distribution p(S) =
p(w1, w2, . . . , wn) over the set S of all possible stories S.
Thus, creating a story means simply sampling from p(S).
Of course, for stories of any length, this distribution is likely
to be intractable to compute, and thus typically some simpli-
fying assumptions are made that allow the joint distribution
to be factored in some way.

HBPL suggests that there are domain-specific factoriza-
tions that both simplify the computational demands of this
generational approach and that exhibit explanatory power as
well. Such factorization mirrors the human creative process
both by providing focus and by reducing the large space of
artifact creation to a series of smaller, tractable creative de-
cisions.

For the domain of n-word microfiction stories, the most
complete factorization comes from an application of the
chain rule:

p(S) = p(w1, w2, . . . , wn) =

p(wi1)p(wi2 |wi1) . . . p(win |win�1)

where ij 2 [1, n] and ij 6= ik unless j = k, so that this
represents a general version of the chain rule that admits any
possible permutation of word order dependency.

Thus, we have a formal model for hierarchy structure that
allows any ordering of relationships between words and their
corresponding positions in the final story. The factorization
is hierarchical—each subdistribution beyond the first is con-
ditioned on a word chosen from a subdistribution preceding
it—and the formalism says nothing about how the proba-
bilities for a given subdistribution are calculated, allowing
for any and all interpretations of the relationships between
the words in the story. If the structure and relationships im-
posed by a given factorization are “good”, the result should
be “good” stories. Similarly, a good factorization should be
more tractable to compute than the whole joint probability.

In what follows, we refer to a particular factorization of
the joint as a story format that represents one possible hier-
archical structure. The relationships described by the con-
ditional subdistributions of a given format determine what
the format represents. The trivial format is one in which
each subdistribution assigns all probability to a single word;
sampling from that joint will always yield the same story
artifact. A better format could, for example, capture linguis-
tic relationships, assigning high probability to all words of a

given part of speech. A further improved format could rep-
resent the semantic relationships between words and assign
high probabilities to words that combine to form meaningful
stories.

Computationally modeled formats with tractable subdis-
tributions would be powerful tools to aid machine compre-
hension and generation of creative artifacts. Such formats
could be manually constructed, as in the MICROS system,
but automatically inferring the underlying semantic format
of a human-written exemplar allows the system more flex-
ibility and breadth of results. Indeed, we argue that such a
system exhibits more creativity.

We have developed a generalized six-word story writing
system that leverages the power of this model to create sto-
ries whose underlying structures mirror the linguistic coher-
ence and semantic richness typified by human-written sto-
ries.

HIEROS
To test the efficacy of our model we developed HIEROS,
a creative system that writes six-word stories using the in-
ferred formats of human-written stories to guide the linguis-
tic and semantic choices it makes when selecting words to
create a novel artifact. The system operates in three main
steps: inferring formats from exemplar stories, generating
new stories based on those formats, and evaluating those sto-
ries by assigning each a quality score. Generated and scored
stories are then refined by repeatedly mutating high-scoring
stories via a modified generation step.

Inferring Story Formats
In order to model the meaning and quality of human-written
stories for use in novel artifact creation, HIEROS infers for-
mats from a list of exemplar stories that the system takes as
input. In particular, the inferred formats contain linguistic
(part-of-speech) information as well as an approximation of
the semantic relationships typified by the words in the ex-
emplar. The system first constructs a hierarchy of parts of
speech and dependency relationships then fills in semantic
information pertaining to those relationships.

The structure of the format is constructed using the Stan-
ford Parser (De Marneffe, MacCartney, and Manning 2006)
which statistically parses the exemplar and extracts both the
parts of speech of each word and the dependencies between
the words, forming a parse tree of dependency relations.
Such relations reflect directed linguistic links between words
in the artifact.

Given a six-word story exemplar X =
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 with xi 2 W , the parser con-
structs a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) with V = X .
Each dependency in the parse tree is represented by a
directed edge (xp, xc) 2 E where xp is the parent word and
xc is the child word. One word xr has no parent and serves
as the root of the parse tree.

The dependencies represented by edges in the parse tree
dictate the ordering of the words w1 through w6 in the for-
mat’s factorization of the joint p(S), such that
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p(S) = p(wr)
Y

E

p(wc|wp).

Finally,  (xi), where  is a function that returns a word’s
part of speech, is recorded for each i 2 [1, 6], completing
the linguistic hierarchy.

Automatically extracting semantic information from text
is challenging. Although HIEROS’ scope is limited to iden-
tifying relationships between just two words at a time, its
method for constructing p(S) must be able to model all pos-
sible semantic relationships between words that may exist
in the formats inferred from exemplar inputs. To model
such semantic relationships, HIEROS draws on the linguis-
tic theory of distributional semantics, which hypothesizes
that words that have similar meanings appear in similar con-
texts (Sahlgren 2008).

Specifically, HIEROS uses word2vec word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al. 2013) to model distributional seman-
tic information. Being trained on a large corpus of data, in
this case Wikipedia, the word embedding model represents
each word’s aggregate context as a many-dimensional vec-
tor. Thus, all the words in the corpus are mapped into one
vector space that represents their relative contexts and there-
fore relative meanings.

HIEROS uses the difference between two words’ word
embedding vectors as a representation of the semantic re-
lationship between those two words. The system traverses
each edge in the exemplar’s parse tree and calculates �(xc)�
�(xp), where � is the word embedding function. It records
the resulting semantic vector for use in identifying other
words that share the semantic relationship that the edge rep-
resents. Thus, the system can be said to reverse engineer the
semantic relationships between words in a human-written
exemplar to use as a template for generating novel stories.

With these steps completed, HIEROS has constructed a
format that represents the hierarchical ordering of the words
in the exemplar, their parts of speech, and the semantic re-
lationships between the dependent words. This corresponds
to a factorization of p(S) in which each subdistribution is
conditioned on the word that precedes it in the hierarchy.
The part-of-speech and semantic vector data recorded for
each subdistribution will be used at generation time to as-
sign high probabilities to words that fulfill the linguistic and
semantic restrictions corresponding to those values. The for-
mat informs how the subdistributions should be constructed;
the generator constructs and samples from them to create a
story.

Figure 1 shows an example story (1) that is parsed to
form a hierarchy of dependencies (2). That hierarchy is con-
verted into a format (3) which can be visualized as a graph in
which each node records an index into the story and a part of
speech, and each edge stores the semantic vector calculated
from the corresponding words in the exemplar. Note that the
exemplar words themselves do not form part of the format.

The exemplar’s parse tree dictates the format’s factoriza-
tion of the joint, in this case:

Figure 1: Example of format inference from an exemplar.

p(S) = p(w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6) =

p(w1)p(w3|w1)p(w4|w1)p(w2|w3)p(w6|w4)p(w5|w6).

Recall that for each subdistribution p(wi|wj)—
corresponding to the edge (xj , xi) in the hierarchy
graph—the format stores an associated semantic vector
�(xj) � �(xi) and for each wi the format stores a part
of speech  (xi). These values are used to construct each
subdistribution.

Generation
Our HBPL model of story creation views writing a six-word
story as sampling from p(S). To accomplish this, the gen-
erator selects one inferred format at random, calculates the
probability distributions for each factor of the joint repre-
sented by that format, and samples them to yield a six-word
story.

Sampling from Subdistributions HIEROS begins gener-
ation by constructing the first subdistribution p(wr), which
represents the root of the format’s hierarchy, and sampling
from it. Because no word precedes the root, there is no
semantic relationship to consider when assigning probabili-
ties, and the subdistribution is populated by common words
that match the given part of speech. To identify these
words, HIEROS employs a list of the most common En-
glish words from the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (Davies 2010).

To populate the root subdistribution, all words from this
list that match the appropriate part of speech are collected
and sorted from most common to least. Then the top 10%
of the words, rounded down, are discarded in order to filter
out bland or overly common words. The remaining words
are each assigned equal probability to form the first subdis-
tribution, which HIEROS samples to select the root word.

The format’s hierarchy dictates an ordering for building
the remaining subdistributions p(wc|wp) and sampling wc
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for c 2 [1, 6]� r. HIEROS constructs these subdistributions
as follows.

The independence assumptions provided by our model’s
application of the chain rule reduce the large space of pos-
sible words into the tractable problem of identifying words
of a certain part of speech that fulfill a given semantic rela-
tionship with a preceding word. Recall that the inferred for-
mat contains for each subdistribution a part of speech  (xc)
and a vector �(xc) � �(xp) representing the semantic rela-
tionship that should exist between wp and the words with
non-zero probability in p(wc|wp).

The vector ~v = �(wp) + �(xp)� �(xc) corresponds to a
point in the word embedding space, such that the set

Y = {y 2 W | ↵ > k~v � �(y)k ^ � < k~v � �(y)k}
contains words that are related to wp according to the rela-
tionship dictated by the semantic vector. ↵ and � are con-
stants that bound the minimum and maximum distances of a
word’s embedding from ~v for it to be considered related to
wp in this way. � > 0 prevents words that are too closely
related to wp from populating the subdistribution, as these
words are likely bland or uninteresting.

HIEROS constructs Y 0 = {y0 2 Y |  (y0) =  (xc)}, re-
sulting in the final list of words to which equal probabilities
will be assigned to populate p(wc|wp). HIEROS samples wc

from the resulting distribution.
Once all six subdistributions have been con-

structed and sampled, the system has sampled
S = w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6 from p(S), completing
one round of generation.

Mutating via Resampling As refining HIEROS’ gener-
ated stories involves mutating a generated story, the gener-
ator is designed to efficiently resample p(S) by selecting a
word wm and drawing a new word w0

m 6= wm from the same
subdistribution from which it was originally drawn.

Due to the hierarchical nature of the format, this reselec-
tion may necessitate cascading changes to other words in
the story. If the selected word has dependencies below it
in the format’s hierarchy, those subdistributions will be con-
structed anew, conditioned on the newly selected preceding
word, and sampled to select new words. If dependencies are
found below those words, those subdistributions will be re-
constructed and resampled, and so on. Thus, by changing
one word in the story, the mutation process may result in a
new story that differs from the original by more than one
word.

Evaluation & Refinement
HIEROS improves the quality of its stories by evaluating and
refining them. It scores its generated stories and mutates
them to observe whether resampled stories score higher,
continuing until no higher scoring stories are generated.

Scoring Assigning scores to creative artifacts that reflect
their quality is a key challenge for any computational system
that relies on a generation-evaluation loop. HIEROS em-
ploys the same skip-thought scoring method as MICROS.
Skip-thought vectors (Kiros et al. 2015) are similar to

word2vec word embeddings in that they encode natural lan-
guage strings as vectors in a high-dimensional semantic
space, but whereas word2vec maps words to vectors, the
skip-thoughts model maps sentences to vectors.

Skip-thought vectors can be used to score a story Ss by
measuring its similarity to two high-quality stories Sg, Sh

and its dissimilarity from a poor-quality story Sb, where
Si 2 S .

Let ~a1 = ⌧(Sg)�⌧(Sb) and ~a2 = ⌧(Sh)�⌧(Sb), where ⌧
is the story embedding function. Let ~n = ~a1⇥ ~a2, and let �~n
be the function that projects a vector onto ~n. Let ~s = ⌧(Ss).
Then the score for Ss is k~s � �~n(~s)k, or the magnitude of
~s when it is projected onto the plane defined by ~a1 and ~a2
whose origin is at ⌧(Sb). Thus, poor-quality stories have
vector representations that project closer to the origin, and
the vectors for higher-quality stories are projected further
from it.

Because the scoring plane is described by vectors from Sb

to Sg and Sh, we refer to the high-quality stories as “axes”.
Choosing which stories to use as axes is a critical con-

sideration for this scoring method. HIEROS leverages its
list of exemplar inputs to select high-quality axis stories for
scoring.

Ideally, the two axes are distinct in order to capture as
much information in the score as possible. Furthermore,
the axes should ideally not include the exemplar story that
inspired the generated story to be scored; otherwise high
scores will be assigned to generated stories that are very sim-
ilar to their exemplars. However, if the axes are too different
from the story to be scored, the score will be less accurate.
To balance these considerations, HIEROS prefers to select
axes that are distinct from the exemplar story but that still
share similar parts of speech with that story.

Let P (X) represent the concatenation of exemplar X’s
parts of speech: P (X) =  (x1)k (x2)k...k (x6). Let C =
{(Xk, Xj) | P (Xk) = P (Xj)}. For each exemplar Xi,
HIEROS chooses at random Xj such that (Xi, Xj) 2 C,
with i 6= j if possible. Xi and Xj then serve as scoring axes
Sg and Sh for all stories generated with the format inferred
from Xi. If Xi 6= Xj , we refer to these axes as “diverse”,
otherwise we refer to them as “single” axes.

We experimented with using different axis configurations
to score HIEROS’ stories. We discuss the trade-offs between
different axis selection methods in a later section but note
here that we chose to use diverse axes.

Refinement Process HIEROS’ refiner organizes gener-
ated stories by root word, maintaining a priority queue con-
taining the highest scoring stories with that root that it has
generated so far. These queues are initially seeded by gen-
erating one story for each possible root word (i.e. each word
with non-zero probability in the format’s first subdistribu-
tion) instead of selecting a root randomly. With the priority
queues thus populated, refinement then proceeds in steps.

At each refinement step, the highest scoring story in each
queue is popped and mutated to generate a specified num-
ber of children. Each of those children is scored and placed
into the priority queue corresponding to its root (which may
differ from its parent’s due to mutation). Each queue also
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remembers the highest scoring stories it has seen across all
refinement steps. After each step, if its highest-scoring story
has not changed, a counter reflecting that queue’s “stale-
ness” is incremented. Once that counter reaches a specified
number, the queue is considered stale and no more stories
are popped from it. When all queues are stale the refinement
process terminates, and the two highest-scoring stories from
each queue are collected to form the output of the refiner.

Due to the limitations of skip-thought scoring, some sto-
ries receive higher scores without being of higher general
quality than other stories. This bias appears to be linked
to certain words in a story. By maintaining several queues
and taking the top stories from each, the system avoids bias-
ing its output toward many similar stories that feature such
words.

After refinement, the final step in generating stories for a
given format is to capitalize and punctuate them according
to the format’s exemplar.

To take advantage of the variety of formats that may exist
among the exemplar stories, HIEROS repeats this same gen-
eration and refinement process for several randomly selected
formats. After refined stories have been generated for each
format, the combined results are sorted by score, and a sub-
set of the highest scoring stories is returned as the creative
output of the system.

This subset includes a number of high-scoring generated
stories, excluding a number of the highest-scoring of those
stories, with both the specific numbers of inclusion and ex-
clusion specified by parameters. Due to the scorer’s ten-
dency to assign high scores to stories that more closely re-
semble the exemplar, the most interesting potential output
may not include those stories with the highest scores.

Results
HIEROS’ results demonstrate that our formulation of story
formats is a useful model to guide the automatic creation of
six-word stories. Its ability to model the underlying structure
of human-written stories results in broad variety among its
created artifacts.

Coherence and impact are two complementary qualities
by which six-word stories may be judged. Coherence refers
to whether a story is understandable and makes sense, while
impact refers to whether a story succeeds in eliciting an
emotional reaction from the reader. These qualities parallel
the latent structures that our system attempts to infer from
exemplar stories, namely linguistic structure and semantic
structure. A format that accurately models the former should
generate coherent stories, while a format that models the lat-
ter has a higher chance of generating impactful ones.

Input & Parameters
We scraped exemplar six-word stories from Reddit1 and
Twitter23. We removed any stories that featured nonstan-
dard spelling or symbols as well as others we deemed un-
suitable for format inference, including stories that featured

1https://www.reddit.com/r/sixwordstories/top/?t=all
2https://twitter.com/sixwordstories
3https://twitter.com/ernest6words

acronyms or pop culture references. This left us with 1,481
exemplars from which HIEROS inferred formats. HIEROS
selects formats that have diverse scoring axes as candidates
for generation first, falling back to those with single axes if
it finds an insufficient number that are diverse. 261 of the
inferred formats could be clustered by part of speech with
one or more other formats, giving them two distinct scoring
axes. These formats were used for story creation.

The parameters HIEROS used for story creation are as
follows. Four children were created every time a story was
popped from the top of its priority queue in the refiner, and
the queue for a given root was considered stale if three
rounds had passed without it seeing a new highest scoring
story. Each time HIEROS ran, it generated stories for 30
formats chosen at random and selected as its output portion
the 85th to 90th percentile of highest scoring stories. This
resulted in the system outputting approximately ten stories
each execution.

Survey
We conducted a survey to evaluate HIEROS’ results and the
efficacy of its scorer using the output of ten executions—
for a total of 100 stories—plus the 15 lowest scoring stories
that the refiner saw over one execution. The latter group
of stories would never be output from the system, but we
included it to serve as an indication of how well the refiner
is able to distinguish low-quality stories.

The survey briefly introduced six-word stories as a type
of creative artifact, defined coherence and impact, and pre-
sented 15 randomly chosen stories for the respondent to
evaluate. For each story, we asked the respondent to rate the
degree to which they agreed with the following two state-
ments on a seven-point Lickert scale: “This story is coher-
ent (understandable, correct English).” and “This story is
impactful (meaningful, funny, sad, etc.).”.

We distributed the survey via social media and received
124 responses, including partial responses in which fewer
than 15 stories were rated. We did not collect demographic
data as part of the survey, but the majority of the audience to
which the survey was presented were native English speak-
ers. Each story was rated by an average of 14 respondents.

The results of the survey demonstrate that a handful of
HIEROS’ stories achieve coherence, such as “To him, ‘end-
lessly’ meant ‘twenty decades’.” and “Joy is a path to child-
hood.”, however the majority do not. Very few of its stories
are both coherent and impactful, however some do man-
age to achieve this more elusive effect, such as “Diamond
ring. Glassy diamond. Costliest engagement.”. Interest-
ingly, while most stories were rated as having lower im-
pact than coherence, some were found to be impactful de-
spite being somewhat incoherent. One such example, “Find,
yours cowardice is his strength.”, seems to evoke a response
through the emotionally charged juxtaposition of “[your]
cowardice” and “his strength” despite not telling an under-
standable story.

We can characterize the accuracy of the skip-thought
scorer by comparing the ratings respondents gave to the top
15 highest skip-thought-scored stories compared to the 15
lowest scored stories. Figure 2 shows boxplots of the ag-
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Figure 2: Boxplot comparison of human-rated coherence
and impact for top and bottom skip-thought-scored stories.
Differences in both characteristics are statistically signifi-
cant.

gregate coherence and impact ratings of these two groups of
stories. The respondents’ ratings of the top 15 stories’ co-
herence were significantly higher than their ratings for the
bottom 15, t(208) = 3.01, p = 0.003. The respondents’
impact ratings were also significantly higher for the top 15
stories than for the bottom 15, t(208) = 4.30, p < 0.001,
using an alpha of 0.01 for both statistical tests.

This demonstrates that the skip-thought scorer success-
fully assigns lower scores to low-quality stories. However,
the scorer also assigns high scores to many stories to which
respondents assign low ratings. Thus the scorer, and by ex-
tension the refiner, is limited in its ability to truly distinguish
high-quality six-word stories.

Discussion
HIEROS’ results show that the system, while imperfect, is
capable of writing interesting stories. Furthermore, because
the system takes as input any set of six-word stories, its
output is as varied as its input. This is demonstrated by
HIEROS-created stories such as “No-one persists sympa-
thetic. Dislike is unsympathetic.”, “His dirtiest bush is sel-
dom artificial.”, “Adverse anger yells. Undesirable eupho-
ria grieves.”, “A creamy maroon color turned currant.”, and
“Disgust fixes each tenderness within misadventure.”. This
ability to create a variety of occasionally-interesting stories
indicates that HIEROS’ inferred formats do capture some
degree of the exemplars’ structure and semantic meaning.

HIEROS’ refiner uses its skip-thought scorer to explore
the myriad of stories represented by p(S). The interplay
between the quality of stories that are assigned high proba-
bilities in that joint distribution and the stories to which the
scorer assigns high scores determines the quality of the sys-
tem’s final output. Axis selection is critical to the accuracy
of the skip-thought scorer. We experimented with two main
approaches to selecting axes: choosing Xj at random such
that (Xi, Xj) 2 C ^ i 6= j and choosing Xj , Xk at random
such that (Xi, Xj) 2 C ^ (Xi, Xk) 2 C ^ i 6= j 6= k 6= i.

When the exemplar Xi is used as a scoring axis, the scorer
assigns high scores to stories that are more coherent but also
more similar to the exemplar. When the exemplar is not in-

Figure 3: Line graphs of the skip-thought scores of four ran-
domly selected HIEROS-generated stories with decreasing
numbers of story words replaced with random words. Six
random words is a completely random story, five random
words is the generated story with every word except for the
first replaced, four random words sees all but the first two
words replaced, and so on to zero random words which is
the original generated story.

cluded among the axes, we observe that high-scoring stories
are more varied but of lower quality overall. In order for the
score to better reflect story quality, we decided that it was
permissible to bias the scorer somewhat toward stories that
were similar to the exemplar.

To evaluate whether the skip-thought scoring method
achieved its goal of reflecting story quality, we performed
an experiment in which we scored HIEROS-generated sto-
ries as progressively more of their words were replaced with
random words. If the scorer is able to accurately measure
quality, then a story should score lower the more random
words are present in it. Figure 3 shows the results of con-
ducting this experiment on four randomly selected HIEROS-
generated stories. These results demonstrate a general trend
that less random stories correlate to higher scores.

Despite this demonstration that HIEROS’ scoring method
can distinguish between random and non-random stories
to some degree, it is clear that the scorer is primarily to
blame for the low quality of the system’s stories overall.
As evidenced by the best of its output, HIEROS’ generation
and mutation systems are capable of writing quality stories.
However, the scorer is not able to consistently identify those
stories. A more accurate scorer would be more effective in
directing HIEROS’ story generation and would improve the
system’s results.

Similarly, the word2vec word embedding model that HI-
EROS uses could be improved or replaced in order to
improve the quality of the system’s output. HIEROS’
word2vec model was trained on a Wikipedia corpus that,
while large, does not include more poetic contexts for the
words it contains, restricting the breadth of the model’s rep-
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resentations of those words meanings. Training word2vec
on a corpus of poetry or other literary works is thus a po-
tential avenue for improving HIEROS. Alternatively, replac-
ing word2vec with an improved model of semantic meaning
could help prevent HIEROS’ word selection from tending
toward synonyms of exemplar words.

Finally, we note that the quality of a HIEROS-generated
story is unlikely to surpass that of its exemplar story. Al-
though the exemplar stories scraped from Reddit and Twit-
ter represent relatively high-quality amateur stories, using
exemplars written by more skilled poets would raise the ceil-
ing on the quality of HIEROS’ stories.

Conclusion
Framing a creative artifact’s structure as a hierarchical fac-
torization of a joint probability over potential elements al-
lows a computational system to place useful restrictions on
the elements it selects to generate novel artifacts. This model
provides a tractably computable means for modeling the co-
hesion and richness of human-created artifacts, which is use-
ful for imparting quality and generalizability to a creative
system.

We have presented a model of hierarchical artifact struc-
ture, examined how it can be applied to the domain of six-
word stories, and demonstrated a method for inferring struc-
ture from exemplar stories. Our creative system HIEROS
produces a wide variety of output using this method, some
of which achieves impactfulness, providing an argument for
the utility of this model as a guide for creative generation.
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